
High Order Mode Cluster (HOMC) 
Corrosion Under Pipe Supports 
Inspection
Corrosion of a pipeline at the critical junction where it meets 
supports is a regular occurrence. Supports bear the weight 
of both the pipeline and its components and, as a result, 
become areas of stress, susceptible to rust, corrosion, and 
cracking. Traditional remediation of these problem areas 
calls for visual inspection or non-destructive testing using 
X-rays, magnetic particles, or ultrasonic waves. As much 
as these methods are relied upon by the industry, they 
falter in the reality that pipeline supports often conceal 
vulnerabilities.

Enhanced Inspection Technique Eliminates 
Downtime 
Waygate, is redefining how the industry inspects its pipelines. 
Using the same technology as its TAPS (Tank Annular Plate 
Scanning) service, the company is now offering CUPS 
(Corrosion Under Pipe-support Scanner) service. 
Corrosion at inaccessible and non-observable areas, such 
as under pipe supports, is a leading cause of pipeline failure. 
Waygate’s service alleviates those concerns by providing 
improved corrosion inspection at the support regions using 
a short-range ultrasonic guided wave technique that 
uses a collection of Higher Order Mode Cluster (HOMC) 
guided waves. The guided waves, which can be directed 

circumferentially or axially, reflect from corrosion and other 
pipe features, even those portions inaccessible to other 
inspection techniques. This is done without interrupting 
service in the line, and delivers precise and reliable data 
which can be used in further analysis and additional 
assessment methods.

CUPS Inspection is so accurate, we don’t just find corrosion, we get its 
exact measurements – all while your pipeline is running.



No More Hidden Threats
Pipeline managers across all industries can rest easy 
knowing that Waygate’s Corrosion Under Pipe-support 
Scanner (CUPS) Inspection Service is the definitive solution 
for identifying hidden threats. Now, gas, petroleum, chemical, 
and water pipelines can be tested with pinpoint accuracy, 
allowing for proactive remediation planning. With regular 
testing using the CUPS automated scanning system, risks 
due to aging, corrosion, fretting, and stress cracks are 
virtually eliminated. 

Benefits of CUPS  
High-Quality Data: Operators get high-resolution A and B 
scans, providing clear, cross-section profile images of pipe 
corrosion.

Dimensioning Accuracy: The system detects corrosion at an 
unrivaled level of precision, providing decision-makers with a 
clear picture of potential trouble areas.

Wide Application: Works in a wide range of pipe diameters 
and varying support types that would ordinarily make online 
inspection impossible.

Speed: Software automatically adjusts to ensure that data 
are consistent and reliable.

Non-invasive: Inspections are carried out without disruption 
to production or product flow.

Compatibility: Works with most common pipe diameters and 
wall thicknesses 

 

About Waygate
Waygate Technologies, a Baker Hughes business, is a global 
leader in non-destructive testing and examination solutions. 
The company holds over 125 years of experience in ensuring 
quality, safety, and productivity in industrial settings. As the 
global leader in non-destructive testing (NDT), Waygate 
works to ensure the safety, quality and productivity for major 
industries around the world. 
 
Recently, Waygate has come to help its customers by 
applying state-of-the-art data and analytics for best-in-
class insights on their products and processes. Through 
a partnership with Escon Dhvani, the company markets a 
pipe scanning service leveraging Escon’s Corrosion Under 
Pipe-support Scanner (CUPS) technology in North America 
and Europe. This advanced inspection service takes the 
guesswork out of the inspection of pipelines while saving 
businesses both money and downtime.
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